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Belén López Martí
Isabel Márquez
Pepa Masegosa
Montse Villar Martín

**Amateur astronomy**
Blanca Troughton

**History of Science**
Eulalia Pérez Sedeño

**Consultant**
Adriana Kizkowski

Several members of the team at the Opening Ceremony of IYA2009 in Spain Madrid, 27 January 2009
Exhibit: Con A de Astrónomas

Women in the history of *international* astronomy, from Hypatia to Jocelyn Bell

13 panels

6 interactive modules

Didactic material

Reproductions of scientific instruments and other objects from “Agora”, the most recent movie by Alejandro Amenábar dedicated to Hypatia of Alexandria (2009)
Exhibit: Con A de Astrónomas

Exhibits (2009 / 2010)

Seville
Santiago de Compostela
Granada
Andorra
Murcia
Pamplona
etc

Languages

4 Spanish languages
Soon available in English

Contact us if you are interested on the English or any other version of the exhibit
TV series: Women on Stars

A series of 8 TV programmes dedicated to the role of Spanish female astronomers on the development of Astronomy in Spain

Shown on TVE2, one of the 2 most important Spanish TV channels
Dr. Antonia Ferrín Moreiras

Dr. Assupció Català i Poch
CALENDARIO
Astrónomas que hicieron historia
2009

March 2010

English, Spanish, Italian, Catalan, Galician
1st sociological study of women in Spanish professional astronomy

(See talk by Isabel Márquez)
And much more

Talks

Lectures in courses

Participation in discussion sessions

Interviews in the media
The future

Commission of Women of the Spanish Astronomical Society
March 2010

(See talk by Isabel Márquez)
Most of our material is available for free at

www.astronomy2009.es